
     

The latest from America's Newspapers

Media Research, White Papers
Putting a price tag on local news

A new Knight Foundation/Gallup study identifies challenges and
opportunities for restoring financial health to local news organizations
across the country. One actionable policy recommendation that can be
implemented immediately is raising awareness about the financial
health of the local news industry.

LEARN MORE and DOWNLOAD REPORT

White paper: How intelligent paywalls
maximize total digital revenue

In a white paper, Mather Economics offers a sample analysis of
two news media companies' digital audience and advertising
revenue — to measure the potential return from employing an
intelligent Paywall™ in place of a standard paywall.

LEARN MORE

In other news:
Mediahuis and Mather Economics enter into strategic
partnership

Study: Newsrooms not keeping up with changing demographics

Canadian newsrooms seem reluctant to share data on the diversity of their newsrooms but doing so
would help hold accountable the fifth estate, according to Asmaa Malik, associate professor of
journalism, and Sonya Fatah, assistant professor of journalism, at Ryerson University. They are
working on the development of a self-reporting tool for Canadian newsrooms, "with the hope that such
a strategy will be seen by media outlets as an invitation for redress."

LEARN MORE
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The Executive Voices Experience

The Executive Voices experience is unlike any
other conference you have attended: no
PowerPoints or prepared speeches, lively
discussions among the participants facilitated by
industry leaders, set 80 floors above Chicago in
the Willis Tower. 

We begin on the evening of Dec. 10 with a reception, networking and dinner at the University Club of
Chicago, the private social club for the Windy City's business leaders. 

But you need to register quickly before all of the seats are reserved.

LEARN MORE

Industry appointments

Paxton Media Group names Jamie
Paxton president, CEO

GM in Camden and Magnolia announces
retirement

Catch up with news you may have missed on the website of America's Newspapers

Industry News
Opinion Column:
Government cannot govern press

By Jim Zachary, CNHI deputy national editor and editor of the
Valdosta (Georgia) Daily Times
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It is the role of the press to keep an eye on government, to keep
government in check and not the other way around. It is, quite
simply, unconstitutional for government to restrict the freedom of
the press.

LEARN MORE

Connecting with loyal readers

The news team from the Brainerd (Minnesota) Dispatch will be on
hand tomorrow afternoon to greet digital members and print
subscribers for coffee, cider and conversations.

Kudos to the paper for this great opportunity to connect with readers!

LEARN MORE

The Durango Herald launches
membership model

The Durango (Colorado) Herald has launched a
membership program, in coordination with the
Colorado Media Project. The paper is one of five
news organizations across the state that was
selected to test memberships as a method to
support journalism and journalists.

LEARN MORE

Read more from America's Newspapers

Connecting your child to a community: Subscribe to a
newspaper - LEARN MORE
Ogden Newspapers selects Presteligence's My News 360
for editorial - LEARN MORE
Shelbyville Times-Gazette sold to Holler Media - LEARN
MORE
North Dakota Group sold to family group - LEARN MORE
Manchester Newspapers Inc. sold to Capital Region
Independent Media - LEARN MORE
Boca Raton paper encourages readers to become patrons
for as little as $5.99 a month - LEARN MORE

Get Involved. Be Heard. Invest In Your Future.   
Keep up with the latest news, schedule of upcoming events and other information specifically for the
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newspaper industry. Learn more about America’s Newspapers at www.newspapers.org. And connect
with us on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
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